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From  
Success  
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A Brand New Product
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In 2015, IS Judicial O�cer was used by 
over 70 % of all judicial o�cers in the 
Czech Republic. The experience gained, 
supported by such a signi�cant success, 
opened the way to the idea of creating  
a completely new app for law o�ces.

ADVOKTA
AURA, s.r.o.

Online Saas product providing all the 
necessary tools for leading the legal agenda.

Outcome

Senior UX Designer
My Role

Contractor
Employment Relationship

1/2015 – 5/2017
Timeline

 /the only designer/

https://www.aura.cz/en/software/judicial-officers-and-barristers/advokta


AURA assumed that judicial and law offices are similar domains, both 
dealing with the law. Therefore, it would be possible to create a new app 
for law offices based on an existing, successful app for judicial offices. 
At that time, only outdated apps with serious limitations were available 
on the market.

My task was to translate the idea into a real product.

Copy success in 
a new market

My task



Brief  &  Delivery Strategy 

Research 

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation 

Interactive Prototypes  &  User Testing 

Solution Documentation 

Handover to development 

Long-term evaluation
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I divided each project phase into sub-deliveries, which we 
processed according to their priorities. For each of them I 
followed the process below:

How does the cooperation 
with me look like?

My delivery process



Strategy
ADVOKTA
Dive into the details
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Product roadmap 

Agile development (SCRUM) 

Design Thinking & LEAN UX 

Key partners
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As a first step, the Project Manager, the delivery team and myself 
agreed on the following pillars which define the way of us working 
together:

Learn, Explore,  
Deliver… repeat

Strategy



Law File 

Calendar 

Finances 

Registry 

Landing Page 

Overviews and Statistics 
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Despite the existing in-depth knowledge of the related field the risks 
involved were very high, and we needed to stay safe. In order to mitigate 
the risks, we divided the project into smaller, interconnected sub-deliveries:

We need to cover…
Strategy



The development of the app took time, not just months 
but quarters. The market´s needs in such a long period  
of time would necessarily change. We involved a few 
selected future users into the app development and 
testing, which allowed us to monitor the situation 
continuously.

The statistics implied that only 2 out of 10 newly established companies 
survive in the long term due to an unsuitable offer. The key to our success 
was the knowledge of the market and of the future users’ needs.

Key partners
Strategy



Happen…

IT
Let's Make
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Marketing research 

Stakeholders Interviews  &  Focus groups 

In-depth Interviews with potential customers  &  users 

Creation of Personas and a Customer Journey Map

Over the course of 2 months, I prepared and conducted basic research that 
helped us define the basics of the Roadmap. The research included:

Research
My Delivery Process

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



One of the major drawbacks of the existing apps was a poor user 

experience. The research also showed some surprising but valid 

reasons why lawyers refused to use any or only a few of them. 

One of them is the preference for paper calendars. Despite their 

obvious disadvantages, lawyers still preferred them to any 

software-based solution.

The basic hypothesis assuming a great similarity 

between the work of judicial officers and law 

offices is invalid. Thus, the apps can share 

technologies, but they will be 2 completely 

different products.

Selected insights

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



Co-creation of an updated product vision 

Cooperation on the design of Value Proposition 

Concepts of solutions analysis, design, and testing

After disproving the basic hypothesis, I had to focus on finding the Problem-Solution 
fit, which meant performing the following steps:

Ideation  &  
Feasibility Evaluation

My Delivery Process

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



Stacks of wireframes on various topics

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



Multiple rounds of testing 

Multiple fully interactive prototypes 

All Personas were involved

To find the best solution, I prepared, conducted and evaluated 
Usefulness Testing and Usability Testing involving:

Interactive Prototypes  &  
User Testing

My Delivery Process

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



Transcripts and evaluation of all interviews 

Analysis and statistics and their evaluations 

Interactive prototype 

Description of the �nal solution 

Prototypes testing evaluation

While working on each part of the app, I created the following artifacts 
as the main source of knowledge for the delivery teams:

Solution 
Documentation

My Delivery Process

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



APP DESIGN
Selected final prototypes

Calendar: Monthly viewCalendar: Weekly view



APP DESIGN
Selected final prototypes

Finances: Proved invoicesRegistry: Incoming communication



APP DESIGN
Selected final prototypes

Law File



Research results for a given part of the product 

Final solution 

Testing results 

Expected next steps

After I finished the documentation, I organized a handover meeting with 
the team where I presented:

Handover to 
development

My Delivery Process

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation
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My Delivery Process



Evaluation
ADVOKTA
Dive into the details
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Mgr. Bc. Petr D.

Independent Lawyer

„
I was convinced that as an independent lawyer, I did not need any application. 
Now, I cannot even imagine working the old way.

Mgr. Jan V.

Lawyer 
AK Brno Markéta Kellerová

„
We were excited about the app’s easy use and design. Whenever we needed, 
they were happy to help on call. We really appreciate it.

User reviews
Evaluation



Marketing research  &  UX research (primary and secondary) 

Co-creation of the product vision and its sharing with the team 

Cooperation on the design of Value Proposition 

Concepts of solutions analysis, design and testing 

Creation of Personas and a Customer Journey Map 

Analysis, design, testing and optimization of processes 

Design System design and testing 

Creation of wireframes and online interactive prototypes 

Design and testing of testing scenarios 

Conducting Usability Tests and their evaluation 

Cooperation with the development team and a Product Manager

Services Provided
What did I work on?

600
hours spent

Training & Coaching

5 %

Strategy

12 %

Research

23 %

Design & Testing

60 %



Design Strategist | Workshop Facilitator | Product & Service Designer | UX Consultant

JIRI RUSNAK

Ready to work together?
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